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PMR Next Steps: Key Dates

➢ Deadline for submission of feedback on items discussed at PA17 (Sri Lanka MRP, Turkey/Kazakhstan additional funding proposals and revised paper on phase II of the PMR) is: December 1st, 2017.

➢ Please submit feedback for the Second Evaluation of the PMR by November 9th.

➢ Please send your feedback to PMR Secretariat (pmrsecretariat@worldbank.org)

➢ More details on the PA17 follow up key dates and next steps will follow shortly.
PMR Next Steps: Schedule of Meetings 2017/2018

- **Workshop at Innovate for Climate (I4C)**
  - May 23-25, 2018 – Frankfurt

- **Technical Workshop on policy analysis and carbon pricing modeling to support NDC implementation**
  - February 2018 – Location to be confirmed

- **PA18 + Technical Workshop**
  - April 2018 – Ukraine

- **PA19 + Technical Workshop**
  - October 2018 – Argentina
First draft of the MRP submitted nine weeks before the PA.

Expert feedback process will last four weeks.

MRP revision period will take place for three weeks.

Second draft MRP is resubmitted to the Secretariat for circulation to the PA, two weeks before the PA18 meeting.
2018 Submission Schedule – PA 18

- Sri Lanka Final MRP will be submitted in December 2017, for electronic approval by the PA.
  - Dec 1, 2017: deadline for receiving any further comments/feedback
  - Dec 15, 2017: Final MRP, presentation and the draft resolution will be circulated to the PA for electronic approval
  - Jan 05, 2018: Automatic approval and adoption of the funding resolution subjected to no objections received

- Transfer agreement between UNDP and Tunisia will be circulated in November 2017.

- The Secretariat Options Paper including preliminary needs assessment on the next phase, will be circulated before PA18.
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